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- SITE ANALYSIS - 
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The East London Garden Society

Context | Development

The Great Eastern Parks Route is a green link that connects various 
parks and gardens across East London. The route begins in Shoreditch, 
at the Bishopsgate Goodsyard, and utilises the disused railway viaduct 
to connect with Tower Hamlets and Newham, where The River Lea 
meets The River Thames.

The Great Eastern Parks Route aims to provide nature adventure 
through East London, by providing safe routes for walking and cycling, 
and promoting clean air and biophillic connection. 

The East London Garden Society aim to include a Permaculture 
Education Centre and a Bee School within the Shoreditch Forest Garden 
to encourage community cohesion and provide opportunities and 
education about the health and environmental benefits of gardening.

The Great Eastern Parks Route emerged from negotiations with 
developers  Hammerson and Ballymore to include the Shoreditch Forest 
Garden in their plans for the Bishopsgate Goodsyard. 

Bishopsgate Goodsyard Development is contractually bound to create 
a community park for the benefit of the public realm. The forest garden 
is located on top of the railway arches in Bishopsgate and will be the 
largest in Europe spanning a mile in length.
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Bishopsgate Goodsyard Development

Bishopsgate Goodsyard is a 10 acre redevelopment to bring vitality to the 
currently derelict site. Drawing from neighbouring areas, the development offers 
a complementary mix of independent traders, new startups and international 
brands, along with a brand new park and 500 new homes.

This aims to enhance the cultural experience of Brick Lane by opening up the 
listed Braithwaite Viaduct arches and restoring the Oriel Gate to become the 
‘gateway’ entrance to the site from Shoreditch High Street. A new east-west 
pedestrian street running from Brick Lane to Shoreditch High will improve 
connectivity and provide a fresh approach to routes and public spaces.

A new elevated park will include a series of connected gardens, terraces and 
walkways, providing a wide variety of biodiversity, including trees, planting and 
a range of accessible amenity space.

Context | Development
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History | Bishopsgate Goodsyard

Industry & Connection

Bishopsgate Railway Station was located on the eastern side of Shoreditch 
High Street and was used as a passenger station from 1840 to 1875.

The original station closed to passenger traffic in 1875 but reopened six years 
later as Bishopsgate Goodsyard to provide a freight station serving the eastern 
ports of England.

In 1964 it was damaged by a major fire and millions of pounds worth of goods 
were destroyed. The Goodsyard was rendered unusable and remained derelict 
over the next 40 years.
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Heritage & Culture

Bethnal Green, Spitalfields, Whitechapel and Shoreditch all became popular 
weaving areas, partially due to the immigration of the Huguenot weavers in 
1687.

After the Second World War, the weavers cottages were demolished to make 
way for parkland, as green spaces in Bethnal Green were few and far between. 
This area is now known as the Weavers Fields Park to commemorate the 
Huguenot silk weaving industry. 

The largest single ethnic group in Bethnal Green are people of Bangladeshi 
descent, which constitute 38 percent of the area’s population. Every year 
since 1999 the Baishakhi Mela, Bengali New Year, is celebrated in Weavers’ 
Fields. 

History | Bethnal Green
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Community & Sociability

Bethnal Green is in the heart of the East End of London. The Oxford House is 
an proactive community centre that has its roots in helping the local community. 
Founded in 1884, it has helped alleviate or remove the impact of poverty 
and today still remains a focus point by providing a programme of community 
classes, events and weekly activities

The Nomadic Community Gardens utilises a meanwhile site on Fleet Street 
Hill to provide space for community allotments, street art and sculpture. 
Londonewcastle gained planning consent for a development of affordable 
housing, townhouses and apartments on the site in November 2015 but no 
work has begun on the site.

The Approach Gardens, once an unused space, has been developed into a 
thriving community food garden, a shared fruit orchard and an award-winning 
wildlife area which brings together many diverse local groups, such as families 
from the Approach Estate, school and daycare centre.

History | Bethnal Green
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Urban Context & Site Location

Site analysis | Grey infrastructure
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Urban Context & Site Location

Site analysis | Green infrastructure
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Urban Context & Site Location

Site analysis | Connections
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Site analysis | Connections

Urban Context & Site Location
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Site analysis | Character areas

Urban Context & Site Location
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- SITE STRATEGY - 
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1. Forest Garden

The Shoreditch Forest Garden, part of the Goodsyard Development, will 
be the largest urban forest garden in Europe. It utilises the disused railway 
viaduct that connects Allen Gardens and Shoreditch High Street Station. 

The forest garden aims to connect the local community to nature, mitigate 
air pollution and aid carbon sequestration.The park will be self sufficient and 
sustainable, providing respite within an area of high density. 

There is the potential to site a Permaculture Education Centre and Bee School 
to further connect local residents with nature, proving knowledge of food 
growing and the ecosystem that they are a part of.

Strategy | Application
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2. Edible Planting

Adjacent to the site is the Spitalfields City Farm which has strong links to the 
local community through volunteering, education and recreation. The farm 
promotes the benefits of healthy and sustainable lifestyles, natural ecosystems, 
local wildlife and biodiversity. 

The nearby Nomadic Community Garden is dedicated to transforming disused 
spaces into urban gardens for people to grow their own produce, create art, 
share skills, and discover what it means to build their own community from 
the bottom up.

Incorporating these initiatives into the design of the Great Eastern Parks Route 
will connect to the surrounding community, encouraging autonomous interaction 
and engagement with the space. Above, The Edible Bus Stop demonstrates 
how small urban spaces can be maximised for local food production. 

Strategy | Application
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3. Sport & Recreation

Surrounding the site are various community groups and recreation facilities. 
The Repton Boxing Club is London’s oldest boxing gym and has seen many 
famous faces take to the ring. Superkilen Park in Copenhagen, Denmark, 
incorporates various furniture elements to facilitate the local community 
needs.

By incorporating opportunities for sport and recreation that are aligned to 
community needs, the site will cater to the needs of the community, enhancing 
its usage and activation. The Peckham Coal Line creates space for people to 
experience outdoor recreation through play and exercise. 

The global pandemic has shown how outdoor space is at a premium in 
densely populated cities like London. The Camden High Line connects to 
surrounding amenity spaces via an accessible walking and cycling route to 
provide local residents with abundant outdoor amenity space.   

Strategy | Application
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4. Viewpoints

Views from the linear park include the City of London, Allen Gardens, Weavers 
Fields, Bethnal Green Gardens and the surrounding East London residential 
areas. Creating viewpoints along the route will celebrate the rich architectural 
history of the area and provide quality spaces to dwell. 

The success of the High Line in New York, is down to its integration with the 
surrounding urban landscape. Viewpoints are incorporated into the linear park 
to create space for people to relax and watch the world go by. 

The Goods Line, Sydney is an 800m linear park that provides space for rest 
and recreation in the heart of the city. Space has been allocated for a variety 
of activities that cater to the needs of the downtown population.  

Strategy | Application
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Biodiversity is key to the success of an ecosystem. The nearby Weavers Fields 
includes a woodland walk containing trees and shrubs that were planted in 
the late 1980s to assist with natural regeneration and has further enhanced 
its biodiversity interest.

5. Biodiversity

The Highline, New York incorporates native species into the planting palette to 
increase biodiversity. Native species attract a wider range of insects, creating 
the foundation of an ecosystem pyramid. The route incorporate the industrial 
heritage of the site to increase interest. 

The Peckham Coal Line aims to green the city by connecting existing 
pockets of nature along the line, providing more open and green space for 
local communities in central Peckham, helping to improve local air quality, 
biodiversity and access to green space.

Strategy | Application
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6. Arts & Culture

Bethnal Green has a large Bangladeshi population, whose culture is celebrated 
at Weavers Fields each year. Weavers Fields also celebrates the industrial 
heritage of the area by recognising the importance of the Huguenots and their 
contribution to the local community during the 17th century. 

East London has a high concentration of street art with Brick Lane at the 
epicentre. Providing the opportunity for local artists to make their mark on their 
community will create engagement with the space and expand the cultural 
remit of the area. 

Superkilen Park in Copenhagen is the result of the creative collaboration 
constituting a rare fusion of architecture, landscape architecture and art. The 
landscape welcomes the diverse cultures that surround the site, using motifs 
and iconography to inform the visual language of the park. 

Strategy | Application
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7. Heritage & History

Shoreditch High Street Station was once an industrial goods depot known as 
Bishopsgate Goods Yard. The missing link is formed of the disused railway 
viaduct that is adjacent to the overground rail line. 

Relics of the industrial past are located along the viaduct near Pedley Street. 
Commemoration of the districts past could be included in the Missing Link to 
celebrate the heritage and history of the area. 

Efforts to celebrate this industrious past have been woven into the architecture 
surrounding the site. Corten steel facade treatment on Redchurch Street 
displays the 850 year site history showcasing the names of previous tenants 
of the building. 

Strategy | Application
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8. Commerce

The Great Eastern Parks Route presents the opportunity to uncover the 
arches on the ground level, creating more activation and interaction along 
the linear route. 

Space should be deciphered by local community needs and could include art 
galleries, co-working space, studios, community clubs and cafes. 

Utilisation of archway spaces has provided commercial space for thousands 
of small business owners across the UK, who make a unique and vital 
contribution to the UK economy.

Strategy | Application

- Great Eastern Parks Route – ‘Missing Link’ - 
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- SITE CONCEPT - 
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The Great Eastern Parks Route – ‘Missing Link’ focuses on the route between Brick Lane, 
Bishopsgate Goodsyard and Globe Road linking into Meath Gardens. The ‘Missing Link’ provides 
a fantastic opportunity to create a new multi-level green link through East London, connecting 
up the existing parks and green spaces and creating a new community corridor and invigorate 
the commercial arch spaces that follow the route. This drawing provides a high level opportunity 
diagram for a series of unique character areas and activations relating to their immediate locations, 
while threading core principles of biodiversity, culture, heritage and commerce.

Great Eastern Parks Route – ‘Missing Link’
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Great Eastern Parks Route – ‘Missing Link’

Site Concept | Overview
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Focus Area

The first section of the Great Eastern Parks Route provides a great opportunity 
to extend the Forest Garden in the new Goodsyard development via a new 
bridge link into Allen Gardens and the wider neighbourhood. The Shoreditch 
Forest Garden will be the largest urban forest garden in Europe, connecting 
the local community (new and old) with nature, the environment and work 
to mitigate air pollution and provide a green oasis in the heart of the city. 

Building on the relationship between Spitalfield City Farm, the Nomadic 
Gardens and other local food growing initiatives, there is a great place to 
introduce further productive landscapes along the Great Eastern Parks Route 
itself. Providing scope for further volunteering, education and recreation. The 
new green corridor will further promote the benefits of healthy and sustainable 
lifestyles, natural ecosystems, local wildlife and biodiversity.

Taking inspiration from the nearby Repton Boxing Club, London’s oldest 
boxing gym, the route can cleverly integrate play and recreation spaces into 
the route. An integrated approach to the public realm, providing new safe 
and accessible spaces to move through the city. The increased urban space 
enables residents of all ages and abilities to move through the city whilst 
observing social distancing. The initiative supports World Health Organisation 
measures to make cities more friendly to pedestrians and cyclists.

            Forest Garden             Sports & Play

Site Concept | Focus Area
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A new accessible and inclusive social space along the Great Eastern Parks 
Route, connecting the community, existing parks and culture along an active 
green corridor. The area has a rich cultural heritage, from the Huguenots, the 
Bangladeshi community to the more recent arts and fashion that has swept 
through East London. The route provides a unique opportunity to celebrate 
the unique and unusual, providing playful and engaging places for both visitors 
and residents alike.

The route has a rich history, both in terms of the industrial character of the 
railway and the social, culture identity of the area throughout the years. Ideas 
for the route can build on the Weavers Fields Park that commemorates the 
Huguenot silk weaving industry. There is a real opportunity to weave the 
heritage throughout the Great Eastern Parks Route, creating a strong social 
narrative and place identity. 

The Great Eastern Parks Route provides a great opportunity to work with 
the existing businesses under and nearby, and at the same time catalyse 
underused and empty units and spaces along the route. The Arch Co. provide 
a strong and dynamic partner to co-develop the strategy for revitalistation and 
celebration of the local business community. 

        Heritage & History           Arts & Culture             Commercial
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